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SEVEN (AND A HALF) REASONS TO BELIEVE INMIRROR MATTER: FROM NEUTRINO PUZZLES TOTHE INFERRED DARK MATTER IN THE UNIVERSER. FootShool of Physis, Researh Centre for High Energy PhysisThe University of Melbourne, Vi 3010, Australiae-mail: foot�physis.unimelb.edu.au(Reeived Marh 19, 2001)Parity and time reversal are obvious and plausible andidates for fun-damental symmetries of nature. Hypothesising that these symmetries existimplies the existene of a new form of matter, alled mirror matter. Themirror matter theory (or exat parity model) makes four main preditions:(1) Dark matter in the form of mirror matter should exist in the Universe(i.e. mirror galaxies, stars, planets, meteoroids : : :), (2) Maximal ordinaryneutrino�mirror neutrino osillations if neutrinos have mass, (3) Ortho-positronium should have a shorter e�etive lifetime than predited by QED(in �vauum� experiments) beause of the e�ets of photon�mirror photonmixing and (4) Higgs prodution and deay rate should be 50% lower thanin the standard model due to Higgs mirror�Higgs mixing (assuming thatthe separation of the Higgs masses is larger than their deay widths). Atthe present time there is strong experimental/observational evidene sup-porting the �rst three of these preditions, while the fourth one is not testedyet beause the Higgs boson, predited in the standard model of partilephysis, is yet to be found. This experimental/observational evidene isrih and varied ranging from the atmospheri and solar neutrino de�its,MACHO gravitational miro-lensing events, strange properties of extra-solar planets, the existene of �isolated� planets, orthopositronium lifetimeanomaly, Tunguska and other strange �meteor� events inluding perhaps,the origin of the moon. The purpose of this artile is to provide a not tootehnial review of these ideas along with some new results.PACS numbers: 95.30.Cq 1. IntrodutionOne thing that physiists have learned over the years is that the inter-ations of elementary partiles obey a variety of symmetries. Some of thesesymmetries are quite familiar suh as rotational invariane and translational(2253)



2254 R. Footinvariane � physis text books are the same in Melbourne as they are inMosow (one you translate them!). There are also other, less familiar sym-metries suh as gauge invariane and (proper) Lorentz invariane, whih arenevertheless quite elegant and natural one you get to know them. Of ourse,it is pertinent to reall that the invariane of partile interations under thesesymmetries was not always so obvious. For example, Dira showed us thatthe (quantum mehanial) interations of the eletron were only ompatiblewith (proper) Lorentz invariane if positrons (i.e. anti-matter) existed. For-tunately for Dira, his startling predition was soon veri�ed by experiments.Remarkably though, experiments in the 1950's and 1960's showed thatspae re�etion symmetry (parity) and time re�etion symmetry (time re-versal) do not appear to be fundamental symmetries of partile interations.For example, in well known beta deay proesses, suh as p! n + e+ + �e,the eletron neutrinos1, �e always have their spin angular momentum alignedopposite to their diretion of motion (similar to a �left handed� ork srew).Nobody has ever observed a �right handed� neutrino. However, just as(proper) Lorentz invariane required the existene of anti-matter, it turnsout that it is possible for partile interations to onserve also the improperLorentz transformations of parity and time reversal if a new form of mat-ter exists � mirror matter. In this theory [1℄, eah ordinary partile, suhas the photon, eletron, proton and neutron, has a orresponding mirrorpartile, of exatly the same mass as the ordinary partile. The parity sym-metry interhanges the ordinary partiles with the mirror partiles [as well as(x; y; z; t) ! (�x;�y;�z; t)℄ so that the properties of the mirror partilesompletely mirror those of the ordinary partiles2. For example the mirrorproton and mirror eletron are stable and interat with the mirror photonin the same way in whih the ordinary proton and eletron interats withthe ordinary photons. The mirror partiles are not produed in laboratoryexperiments just beause they ouple very weakly to the ordinary partiles.In the modern language of gauge theories, the mirror partiles are all singletsunder the standard G � SU(3)
SU(2)L
U(1)Y gauge interations. Insteadthe mirror fermions interat with a set of mirror gauge partiles, so that thegauge symmetry of the theory is doubled, i.e. G 
 G (the ordinary parti-1 The neutrino is a lass of weakly interating elementary partile with intrinsi spin 12 .High Energy Physis experiments have revealed that 3 di�erent �speies� of neutrinoexist, alled eletron neutrinos (�e), muon neutrinos (��) and tau neutrinos (�� ).2 It also also possible to envisage variant theories for whih the symmetry is broken sothat the mirror partiles have masses whih are di�erent from the ordinary partiles.Suh theories though, are typially more ompliated and less preditive, as well asbeing less elegant. See Ref. [2℄ for a disussion of these variants. Also note that themirror matter model is also ompatible with many extensions of the standard modelinluding: Grand Uni�ation, Supersymmetry, Tehniolour, Extra dimensions (largeand small), Superstring theory (espeially E8 
E8) et.



Seven (and a Half) Reasons to Believe in Mirror Matter : : : 2255les are, of ourse, singlets under the mirror gauge symmetry) [1℄. Parity isonserved beause the mirror partiles experiene right-handed mirror weakinterations while the ordinary partiles experiene the usual left-handedweak interations. Ordinary and mirror partiles interat with eah otherpredominately by gravity only.While parity is obviously an extremely attrative theoretial andidatefor a symmetry of nature, its existene annot, unfortunately, be proven bypure thought (well at least nobody has done so up to now). Whether or notnature is left�right symmetri will be deided by experiments. The mirrormatter theory makes four main experimentally testable preditions:� Mirror matter (e.g. mirror hydrogen omposed of mirror protons andmirror eletrons) should exist in the Universe and would appear to usas Dark Matter [3℄. Spei�ally, mirror galaxies, mirror stars, mirrorplanets and perhaps even mirror meteoroids ould all exist.� If neutrinos are massive (and non-degenerate) then osillations be-tween ordinary and mirror neutrinos are maximal [4, 5℄.� Orthopositronium should have a shorter e�etive lifetime (�vauum�experiment) than predited in QED due to the e�ets of photon�mirrorphoton kineti mixing [6, 7℄.� Higgs prodution and deay rate should be 50% lower than in thestandard model of partile physis due to Higgs; mirror Higgs mixing[1, 4℄. This holds assuming that the two mass eigenstate Higgs �eldshave mass separation muh larger than their deay widths3.At the present time there is strong experimental/observational evidenesupporting the �rst three of these preditions, while the fourth one is nottested yet beause the Higgs boson, predited in the standard model ofpartile physis, has yet to be found (though it may be found in olliderexperiments in the near future). This experimental/observational evidenean be viewed as an explanation to seven spei� sienti� puzzles (most ofthem long standing), whih we list below:(a) Massive Astrophysial Compat Halo Objets (MACHOs): Invisiblestar-sized objets in the halo of our galaxy identi�ed by their gravita-tional e�ets in mirolensing searhes.(b) Close-in extrasolar planets: Large gas giants only � 7 million kilome-ters (0:05 a.u.) from their star, where it is too hot for them to form.3 On the other hand, if the mass splitting is very small then there will be no experi-mentally observable mirror Higgs e�et (see Ref. [8℄ for a detailed study).



2256 R. Foot() Reent disovery of �isolated planets� in the Sigma Orionis star luster;the properties of these objets are unexplained by existing theories.(d) Solar neutrino de�it: Half of the eletron neutrinos emitted by nulearreations in the solar ore are missing.(e) Atmospheri neutrino de�it: Half of the (up-going) �� produed asa onsequene of osmi ray interations with the atmosphere are miss-ing.(f) Orthopositronium lifetime anomaly: A preision vauum avity ex-periment �nds a lifetime shorter than the standard model predition.(g) Disappearing meteors: Tunguska (and Tunguska-like events) inlud-ing, perhaps, the origin of the moon.We now desribe how the mirror matter theory explains these 7 sienti�puzzles.2. Impliations of the mirror world for osmology: MACHOs,extra-solar planets and �isolated planets� �(a), (b) & ()�There is strong evidene for a large amount of exoti dark matter in theUniverse (maybe as muh as 95% of the mass of the Universe). For exam-ple, the orbits of stars at the (visible) edge of our galaxy provide informationabout the distribution of matter within our galaxy. These observations showthat there must exist invisible halos in galaxies suh as our own Milky Way.Furthermore, there is also strong evidene that this dark matter must besomething exoti: ordinary matter simply annot aount for it [9℄. Mirrormatter is naturally dark (beause the oupling of mirror matter to ordinaryphotons is neessarily very small4) and is a very natural andidate for theinferred dark matter in the Universe. This has been argued for some timeby Blinnikov and Khlopov [3℄ (see also the reent reviews in [11℄). Thephysis of galaxy formation in the early Universe is far from being om-pletely understood. Phenomenologially, one envisages galaxies ontainingsome mixture of ordinary and mirror matter. In fat just about anythingis possible; galaxies ranging from no mirror matter, to galaxies omposedalmost entirely of mirror matter. Mirror matter inside galaxies will fragmentinto di�use louds and eventually into mirror stars. This type of ollapse4 A very small oupling between ordinary and mirror photons is allowed by the the-ory and is suggested by an experiment measuring the orthopositronium lifetime (seeSe. 6) but this interationis too small to make mirror matter diretly observable [10℄.



Seven (and a Half) Reasons to Believe in Mirror Matter : : : 2257should happen quite independently for ordinary and mirror matter, sinethey will have loally di�erent initial onditions suh as angular momentumand abundane as well as hemial omposition5. Thus, dark matter made ofmirror matter would have the property of lumping into ompat bodies suhas mirror stars, however, their distribution within the galaxy an be quiteindependent of the distribution of ordinary matter. Dark matter omposedof mirror matter thus leads naturally to an explanation [12℄ for the mys-terious massive astrophysial ompat halo objets (or MACHO's) inferredby the MACHO ollaboration [13℄. This ollaboration has been studyingthe nature of halo dark matter by using the gravitational mirolensing teh-nique. This Australian�Amerian experiment has so far olleted 5.7 yearsof data and has provided statistially strong evidene for dark matter in theform of invisible star sized objets whih is what you would expet if therewas a signi�ant amount of mirror matter in our galaxy [12℄. The MACHOollaboration [13℄ have done a maximum likelihood analysis whih impliesa MACHO halo fration of 20% for a typial halo model with a 95% on-�dene interval of 8% to 50%. Their most likely MACHO mass is between0.15M� and 0.9M� depending on the halo model. These observations areonsistent with a mirror matter halo beause the entire halo would not beexpeted to be in the form of mirror stars. Mirror gas and dust would alsobe expeted beause they are a neessary onsequene of stellar evolutionand should therefore signi�antly populate the halo.If mirror matter does indeed exist in our galaxy, then binary systemsonsisting of ordinary and mirror matter should also exist. While systemsontaining approximately equal amounts of ordinary and mirror matter areunlikely due to the di�ering rates of ollapse for ordinary and mirror matter(leading to a loal segregation of ordinary and mirror matter), systems on-taining predominately ordinary matter with a small amount of mirror matter(and vie versa) should exist. Interestingly, there is remarkable evidene forthe existene of suh systems oming from extra-solar planet astronomy.In the past few years more than 50 �extrasolar� planets have been dis-overed orbiting nearby stars [14℄. They reveal their presene beause theirgravity tugs periodially on their parent stars leading to observable Dopplershifts. In one ase, the planet HD209458b, has been observed to transitits star [15℄ allowing for an aurate determination of the size and mass forthis system. One of the surprising harateristis of the extrasolar planets5 For example, the rate of ollapse of mirror matter in a di�use gas loud will obviouslyour at a di�erent rate to ordinary matter in the loud beause ollapse requires non-gravitational dissipative proesses (suh as atomi ollisions) to release the energy sothat the system an beome more tightly bound. These dissipative proesses willour at di�erent rates for ordinary and mirror matter due to their di�erent initialonditions and hemial omposition.



2258 R. Footis that there are a lass of large (�MJupiter) lose-in planets with a typialorbital radius of � 0:05 a.u., that is, about 8 times loser than the orbitalradius of Merury (so alled �51 Pegasi-like� planets after the �rst suh dis-overy [16℄). Ordinary (gas giant) planets are not expeted to form lose tostars beause the high temperatures do not allow them to form. Theorieshave been invented where they form far from the star where the temperatureis muh lower, and migrate towards the star. While suh theories are possi-ble, there are also di�ulties, e.g. the reent disovery of a lose-in pair ofresonant planets [17℄ is unexpeted sine migration tends to make the sep-aration between planets diverge (as the migration speeds up as the planetbeomes loser to the star).A fasinating alternative possibility presents itself in the mirror worldhypothesis. The lose-in extrasolar planets may be mirror worlds omposedpredominately of mirror matter [18℄. They do not migrate signi�antly, butatually formed lose to the star whih is not a problem for mirror worldsbeause they are not signi�antly heated by the radiation from the star.This hypothesis an explain the opaity of the transiting planet HD209458bbeause mirror worlds would arete ordinary matter from the solar windwhih aumulates in the gravitational potential of the mirror world [19℄.It turns out that the e�etive radius of ordinary matter depends relativelysensitively on the mass of the planet, so that this mirror world hypothesisan be tested when more transiting planets are disovered [19℄.If this mirror world interpretation of the lose-in extrasolar planets isorret then it is very natural that the dynamial mirror image system ofa mirror star with an ordinary planet will also exist. Suh a system wouldappear to ordinary observers as an �isolated� ordinary planet. Remarkably,suh �isolated� planets have reently been identi�ed in the � Orionis starluster [20℄. These planets have estimated mass of 5�15 MJupiter (planetslighter than this mass range would be too faint to have been deteted inRef. [20℄) and appear to be gas giants whih do not seem to be assoiatedwith any visible star. Given that the � Orionis luster is estimated to beless than 5 million years old, the formation of these �isolated� planets musthave ourred within this time (whih means they an't orbit faint stellarbodies suh as white dwarfs). Zapatero-Osorio et al. [20℄ argue that these�ndings pose a hallenge to onventional theories of planet formation whihare unable to explain the existene of numerous isolated planetary massobjets. Thus the existene of these planets is very surprising if they aremade of ordinary matter, however, there existene is quite natural from themirror world perspetive [21℄. Furthermore, if the isolated planets are notisolated but orbit mirror stars then there must exist a periodi Doppler shiftdetetable on the spetral lines from these planets. This represents a simpleway of testing this hypothesis [21℄.



Seven (and a Half) Reasons to Believe in Mirror Matter : : : 2259There is also reent, tantalizing observational evidene for mirror matterfrom another soure; a reent weak gravitational mirolensing study [22℄has apparently disovered an invisible dark onentration of mass in theviinity of the luster, Abell 1942. A fasinating possibility is that a mirrorgalaxy (or galaxy luster) ontaining virtually no ordinary matter has beendisovered. Further studies (suh as Ref. [23℄) should help larify whetherthis mirror matter interpretation is orret.Finally, let us also mention that the existene of mirror matter may haveinteresting onsequenes for early Universe osmology. However, early Uni-verse osmology is not preise enough yet to shed muh light on mirror mat-ter (although forthoming preision measurements of the osmi mirowavebakground may help). For some reent artiles on the impliations of mirrormatter for early Universe osmology, see Ref. [24℄.3. Impliations of the mirror world for neutrino physis: solarand atmospheri neutrino de�its �(d) & (e)�It was realized in 1991 [4℄ and further studied in Ref. [5℄, that neutrino os-illations of ordinary neutrinos into mirror neutrinos would provide a simpleway of testing the mirror world hypothesis. Neutrino osillations are a wellknown quantum mehanial e�et whih arise when the �avour eigenstatesare linear ombinations of 2 or more mass eigenstates. For example, if theeletron and muon neutrinos have mass whih mixes the �avour eigenstates,then in general the weak eigenstates are orthogonal ombinations of masseigenstates, i.e.�e = sin ��1 + os ��2; �� = os ��1 � sin ��2 : (1)A standard result is that the osillation probability for a neutrino of energyE is then: P (�� ! �e) = sin2 2� sin2 L=Los ; (2)where L is the distane from the soure and Los � 4E=Æm2 is the osillationlength (and natural units have been used, i.e. =h=2�=1) 6. If sin2 2� = 1then the osillations have the greatest e�et and this is alled maximal osil-lations. In our 1992 paper we found the remarkable result that the osilla-tions between ordinary and mirror neutrinos are neessarily maximal whihis a diret onsequene of the parity symmetry. One way to see this is tonote that if neutrinos mix then the mass eigenstates are non-degenerate andneessarily parity eigenstates if parity is unbroken. Considering the eletron6 In Eq. (2), Æm2 � m21 �m22 is the di�erene in squared masses of the neutrino masseigenstates.



2260 R. Footneutrino, �e and its mirror partner, � 0e, the parity eigenstates are simply�� = (�e � � 0e)=p2 (sine parity interhanges the ordinary and the mirrorpartiles) and hene:�e = �+ + ��p2 ; � 0e = �+ � ��p2 : (3)Comparing this with Eq. (1) we see that � = �=4 i.e. sin 2� = 1 andhene maximal mixing! Thus, if neutrinos and mirror neutrinos have massand mix together then the osillations between the ordinary and mirror neu-trinos are neessarily maximal. This simple observation niely explains thesolar neutrino de�it sine the osillations between �e ! � 0e redue the �uxof �e from the Sun by a predited 50% after averaging over energy anddistane (provided of ourse that the osillation length is less than the dis-tane between the earth and the Sun, whih means Æm2 . 3� 10�10 eV2) 7.Eletron neutrinos emitted from the Sun arise from various nulear reationsin the solar ore. Theoretially the most important are the pp reation hain,where two protons fuse together to form deuterium: p+ p!2 H + e+ + �e.This neutrino �ux an be most reliably predited sine it is diretly related tothe luminosity of the Sun. There are 3 experiments spei�ally designed tomeasure the pp neutrinos whih are alled SAGE, GALLEX and GNO. TheSAGE and GALLEX experiments began running around 1991 with GNOstarting in 1998. Their most reent results normalized to the theoretialpredition [26℄ are [27℄:0:52 � 0:06 (exp)� 0:05 (theory) (SAGE);0:59 � 0:06 (exp)� 0:05 (theory) (GALLEX);0:50 � 0:09 (exp)� 0:05 (theory) (GNO); (4)where the errors are 1� sigma. These results are onsistent with the mirrormatter predition of 0.5. More reently the SuperKamiokande Collabora-tion have reported an energy independent (within errors) reoil eletronenergy spetrum in their experiment designed to measure the 8B neutrinos(i.e. neutrinos from the nulear reation, 8B+e� ! 84Be+�e), again �ndingonly 50% of the expeted solar �ux. Again these results were predited inthe mirror matter model [4, 5℄.During 1993 I �rst beame aware of the atmospheri neutrino anomalyand immediately reognized that this ould be further important evidenefor mirror matter [5℄. This anomaly suggests that the muon neutrino (��)osillates into some other neutrino speies with large mixing angle (whihwas only weakly onstrained in 1993). This anomaly an easily be explained7 In priniple it is neessary to take into aount matter e�ets for neutrino propagationin the Sun and the Earth. However, the net e�et is only a slight modi�ation to thenaive 50% �e �ux redution expeted for vauum osillations (whih may neverthelessbe important in some irumstanes) [25℄.



Seven (and a Half) Reasons to Believe in Mirror Matter : : : 2261by the Mirror Matter model sine, as we have disussed above, it preditsthat eah of the known neutrinos osillates maximally with its mirror part-ner if neutrinos have mass. Thus in this ase it is theoretially very nat-ural to explain the atmospheri neutrino anomaly via �� ! � 0� osillations(where � 0� is the mirror muon neutrino)8. With the new results from theSuperKamiokande experiment the predition of maximal mixing has beenon�rmed with the 90% allowed region [29℄0:85 . sin2 2� . 1:0 : (5)This is in nie agreement with the 1993 mirror matter predition ofsin2 2� = 1.Of ourse, neutrino osillations into the mirror world is not the only pos-sible solution to the neutrino anomalies. However, it does provide an elegantexplanation for the inferred maximal neutrino osillations of �e (solar) and ��(atmospheri) whih is good reason to take it seriously9. Furthermore, it isone of the few solutions to the solar and atmospheri neutrino puzzles whihis also onsistent with the LSND aelerator experiment [32℄. The LSNDexperiment provides strong evidene that mixing between at least the �rsttwo generations is small (whih is already known to happen for quark mix-ing). Most importantly, the mirror world explanation will be tested morestringently in the near future from a variety of new experiments inludingBorexino [33℄, Kamland [34℄ and espeially the Sudbury Neutrino Obser-vatory (SNO) [35℄. The latter experiment will be ruial in distinguishing�e ! � 0e osillation solution to the solar neutrino problem with many otherproposals, while Borexino and Kamland will be very important in pinningdown the Æm2; sin2 2� parameters (and in the proess stringently hekingthe mirror world predition of sin 2� = 1).4. Impliations of the mirror world for laboratory experiments:orthopositronium lifetime anomaly �(f)�There are essentially only 3 ways in whih ordinary and mirror matteran interat with eah other besides gravity: that is by photon mirror pho-ton kineti mixing [1, 6, 36℄, Higgs; mirror Higgs interations [1, 4℄, and byneutrino�mirror neutrino mass mixing (if neutrinos have mass) [4, 5℄ 10.8 Of ourse the main alternative ase of �� ! �� osillations is also possible within thisframework [28℄, but it doesn't seem to be quite so elegant.9 These days it is often argued that [30℄ the solution to the atmospheri neutrinoanomaly is �� ! �� osillations (and it may be), however, the SuperKamiokandedata itself annot yet distinguish the simplest mirror world explanation from �� ! ��osillations [31℄.10 Only neutral partiles an mix with eah other sineeletri harge is onserved. Mix-ing of say an eletron with a mirror eletron would violate eletri harge onservationand suh mixing is onstrained to be negligible.



2262 R. FootThe e�et of neutrino�mirror neutrino mass mixing has already been de-sribed; it leads to maximal ordinary-mirror neutrino osillations whih ansimply and preditively explain the atmospheri and solar neutrino de�its.The e�et of Higgs�mirror Higgs interations is to redue the produtionand deay rate by 50% ompared with the standard model Higgs partile(provided that the Higgs mass splitting is large enough). This preditionwill be tested when the Higgs is disovered whih may our soon eitherat Fermilab or at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN. Finally, we havephoton�mirror photon kineti mixing whih leads to interesting e�ets fororthopositronium.Photon�mirror photon kineti mixing is desribed in quantum �eldtheory as the Lagrangian term:Lint = "2F ��F 0�� ; (6)where F �� � ��A� � ��A� is the usual �eld strength tensor, and the F 0 isthe orresponding quantity for mirror photons. This Lagrangian term maybe onsidered as a fundamental interation of nature [1℄ or may arise asa quantum mehanial �radiative orretion� e�et [36℄ (see also Ref. [37℄).Glashow [6℄ has shown that the kineti mixing term leads to a modi�ationof the orthopositronium lifetime (whih turns out to be the most importantexperimental impliation of photon�mirror photon kineti mixing). Reallorthopositronium is the bound state omposed of an eletron and positronwhere the spins of both partiles are aligned so that the bound state hasspin 1. The ground state of orthopositronium (oPs) deays predominatelyinto 3 photons. The deay rate has been omputed in QED leading toa disrepany with some of the experimental measurements. Some of themeasurements �nd a faster deay rate than theoretially predited. Thisdisrepany has lead to a number of experimental searhes for exoti deaymodes, inluding a stringent limit on invisible deay modes [38℄.The modi�ation of the lifetime predited in the mirror matter theoryours beause the kineti mixing of the photon with the mirror photongenerates a small o�-diagonal orthopositronium mass leading to osillationsbetween orthopositronium and mirror orthopositronium. The orthopositro-nium produed in the experiment osillates into its mirror partner, whosedeays into three mirror photons are undeteted. This e�et only ours ina vauum experiment where ollisions of the orthopositronium with bak-ground partiles an be negleted [39℄. Collisions with bakground partileswill destroy the quantum oherene neessary for osillations to our. Thus,experiments with large ollision rates remain una�eted by kineti mixingand the lifetime of orthopositronium will be the same as predited by QED.Experiments in vauum, on the other hand, should show a slight inrease



Seven (and a Half) Reasons to Believe in Mirror Matter : : : 2263in the deay rate, as osillations into mirror orthopositronium and theirsubsequent invisible deays e�etively redue the number of orthopositron-ium states faster than QED predits. The two most aurate experimen-tal results, normalized to the theoretial QED predition [40℄ are given inthe table below11. Thus, we see that the Tokyo experiment agrees withTABLE IReferene �oPs(exp)=�oPs(theory) Method �ollAnn Arbor [44℄ 1:0012� 0:0002 Vauum avity �(3�10)�oPsTokyo [43℄ 1:0000� 0:0004 Powder �104�oPsthe QED predition while the Ann Arbor vauum experiment disagrees byabout 6 sigma. These results an be explained in the mirror matter modelby observing that the large ollision rate (�oll) of the orthopositroniumin the Tokyo experiment will render osillations of orthopositronium withits mirror ounterpart ine�etive12, while the larger deay rate obtained inthe vauum avity experiment an be explained beause of the muh lowerollision rate of orthopositronium in this experiment allows the osillationsof ordinary to mirror orthopositronium to take e�et. The �t of the the-ory to the avity experiment implies that the kineti mixing parameter is" � 10�6 [7℄.While the mirror world an niely explain the orthopositronium lifetimepuzzle, this puzzle is based only on one anomalous vauum avity experiment(however the statistial signi�ane is impressive: 6 sigma). Also, the valuefor " is a bit too large to be aeptable for early Universe osmology (BBN)unless of ourse, one of the standard assumptions is wrong (whih is ertainlypossible of ourse)13. Clearly, what is really needed is a new experiment to11 A third experiment with gas [41℄ also has an anomalously high deay rate, how-ever, there appears to be large possible systemati unertainties beause their areindiations that the orthopositronium may not be thermalized (as assumed) in thisexperiment [42, 43℄.12 The experimental limit [38℄ for invisible deay modes also does not exlude this mirrorworld osillation mehanism beause the ollision rate of the orthopositronium wasvery high in those experiments.13 Consisteny with standard Big Bang Nuleosynthesis (BBN) suggests that ". 3�10�8[45℄. However, the osmologial situation is by no means lear. For example, thereare tentative indiations from reent preision measurements of the osmi mirowavebakground that the energy density of the early Universe ould be about a fator oftwo larger than expeted given the standard partiles (whih is what you wouldexpet if " ' 10�6 beause the e�ets of the photon�mirror photon kineti mixinginteration would then fully populate the mirror setor in the early Universe). Alsothere may exist a pre-existing or neutrino osillation generated neutrino asymmetrywhih may further modify things [46℄.



2264 R. Foothek the anomalous vauum avity result. In fat, an experiment witha larger avity should make things very lear, sine there should be an evenlarger mirror world e�et if " � 10�6. Suh an experiment has been proposedto test for this e�et and to on�rm (or rejet) the mirror world explanationfor the orthopositronium lifetime anomaly [47℄.5. Disappearing meteors: Tunguska (and Tunguska-like events)inluding, perhaps, the origin of the moon �(g)�To summarise the urrent situation, mirror matter is predited to exist ifnature is left�right symmetri (i.e. parity invariant). There is now onsider-able experimental/observational support for mirror matter oming from neu-trino physis, the orthopositronium lifetime puzzle, and astrophysis/osmo-logy. It should be lear that further work in these �elds an really put thepreditions of the mirror matter to more stringent experimental/observa-tional test.Given the simpliity and appeal of the mirror matter theory and thelarge amount of experimental evidene in favour of it, it is tempting toentertain more fasinating (but also more speulative) impliations of thetheory. If mirror matter exists then perhaps one of the most fasinatingpossibilities is that there is signi�ant (by this I simply mean enough to be�observable�) amount of mirror matter in our solar system. While muh ofany initial mirror matter omponent in our solar system may have found itsway into the enter of the Sun14 (where its e�ets are more di�ult to beunambiguously observed) it is nevertheless possible for small mirror spaebodies (suh as mirror meteoroids or mirror omets et.) ould exist15. Suhmirror bodies may not orbit in the same plane as the elipti � they mayorbit in a di�erent plane, or may be even spherially distributed (like theOort loud).If suh mirror bodies exist and happen to ollide with the Earth, whatwould be the onsequenes? If the only fore onneting mirror matter withordinary matter is gravity, then the onsequenes would be minimal. Themirror spae body would simply pass through the Earth and nobody wouldknow about it unless the body was so heavy as to gravitationally a�et themotion of the Earth. However, if there is kineti mixing between ordinaryand mirror photons (whih is suggested by the orthopositronium experi-ment), then the mirror spae body would heat up as the nulei of the mirror14 Some may also be in the enter of planets, but not so muh. E.g. one an dedue anupper bound of about 10�3 for the fration of mirror matter ontent of the Earth [48℄.15 It is also possible that a large mirror body suh as a mirror planet/star might existin our solar system if it is a relatively distant ompanion to the Sun [49,50℄.



Seven (and a Half) Reasons to Believe in Mirror Matter : : : 2265atoms undergo Rutherford sattering as they weakly interat (made possi-ble beause of the photon�mirror photon kineti mixing interation, Eq. (6))with the nulei of the ordinary oxygen and nitrogen in the atmosphere. Theordinary matter whih passes through the mirror meteoroid would also heatup as the mirror meteoroid moves through the Earth's atmosphere. Thismay make the mirror meteoroid e�etively visible as it plumets to the sur-fae of our planet. There are essentially two possibilities (depending on thehemial omposition of the mirror meteoroid and also on the kineti mixingparameter "); either it disintegrates in the atmosphere or it survives to reahthe Earth's surfae. If it disintegrates no fragments will be found, sine mir-ror matter would be undetetable in our ordinary matter surroundings. If itsurvives and enters the ground then two things an happen depending on thestopping distane (D). Either it is stopped over a short distane (. 100m)in whih ase the energy of the impat should leave a rater, while if it isstopped over a large distane (& few kilometers) no impat rater wouldform sine the meteoroid's kineti energy would be distributed over a largedistane. Again, in either ase no meteoroid fragments would be found. It isstraightforward to roughly estimate the stopping distane D, whih dependson the strength of the kineti mixing parameter ", the initial veloity of thespae body (vi), and also (more weakly) on the hemial omposition of themirror spae body and the density and omposition of the ground whereit enters the Earth's surfae. A rough alulation of the stopping distanein the Earth's rust in the ase of very small " . 10�8 (using the surfaedensity of the Earth of � � 3 g/m3) gives16:D � � vi30 km=s�4�10�9" �2 km : (7)Thus, for " . 10�9, the typial stopping distane in the Earth's rust isgreater than about a kilometer. Thus, suh a body would not be expetedto leave a large rater while for muh larger values of ", suh as the valuesuggested by the orthopositronium experiment (" ' 10�6), the mirror me-teoroid would release most of its kineti energy in the atmosphere, leadingperhaps to an atmospheri explosion. Remarkably there appears to be sig-ni�ant evidene for �disappearing meteors� [51℄, i.e. meteors whih are seenbut do not lead to any impat rater and no meteor fragments are found.The most famous suh event is the 1908 Siberian explosion (the �Tunguskaevent�). The ause of this and other suh events has remained unlear and isthe soure of many debates (with frequent onferenes) [52℄. It is ertainlyremarkable that the �reball whih has been presumed to be an ordinary as-teroid or omet simply disappears without trae in these events. Indeed the16 Note that the derivation of this equation will be published at some point.



2266 R. Footstrange properties of these events has lead to purely geophysial explanationswhere it is proposed that Tunguska and other similar events are produedby some poorly understood oupling between tetoni and atmospheri pro-ess [51℄. A fasinating possibility is that these strange events are simplythe manifestations of the random ollisions of the Earth with a mirror spaebody as desribed above.Besides the purely sienti� impliations of this idea, there is also anotherrami�ation; if these strange events are due to mirror spae bodies then itmay be di�ult to protet the Earth against the threat of impat with theseobjets (whih may potentially pose an overall greater risk than spae bodiesomposed of ordinary matter). An approahing spae body made of (pure)mirror matter would not be detetable (only after they impat with theatmosphere would their e�ets be observable, but then it would probably beto late to do anything about them). However, mirror spae bodies shouldontain some embedded ordinary matter, whether or not it is enough for thespae body to be observable on its approah to Earth may be an importantissue if we want to try to prevent potentially dangerous ollisions.Finally we �nish with a few more related and hopefully interesting spe-ulations. A popular theory for the origin of the moon is that it was formedwhen a large large asteroid (or small planet) impated with the Earth dur-ing the early stages of the Earth's formation. However, one of the problemswith this idea is that the hemial omposition of the moon is too similar tothe Earth's mantle. There should be a signi�ant amount of extra-terrestrialmaterial left over in the moon making the hemial omposition of the moonmore di�erent to that of the Earth's mantle than it is known to be. How-ever, if the olliding spae body was made of mirror matter than this wouldalleviate this problem. First, a smaller body may be needed if it was madeof mirror matter, espeially if the bodies kineti energy is released below thesurfae beause this should make it easilier to liberate enough material toform the moon. Seond, any mirror material left on the moon would eventu-ally di�use toward the moons enter. In any ase it would be undetetableand the omposition of the moon would then appear similar to that of theEarth's mantle. It is also possible that suh ollisions ould help explain theobserved tilts in the axis of the Sun and planets, espeially as mirror spaebodies may orbit the Sun in planes other than the elipti.6. ConlusionIt is a known fat that almost every plausible symmetry (suh as rota-tional invariane, translational invariane et.) are found to be symmetriesof the partile interations. Thus, it would be very strange if the funda-mental interations were not left�right symmetri. It is a very interesting



Seven (and a Half) Reasons to Believe in Mirror Matter : : : 2267observation that left�right symmetry requires the existene of a new formof matter alled �mirror matter� otherwise there is nothing to balane theleft-handed nature of the weak fore. Even more interesting, is the remark-able evidene that mirror matter atually exists. The evidene ranges fromstudies of the most weakly interating elementary partiles (the neutrinos)to evidene that most of the mass in the Universe is invisible (i.e. dark mat-ter). In fat seven fasinating puzzles have been identi�ed, eah suggestingthe existene of mirror matter. While eah individual puzzle is by itself notompletely ompelling, the totality of the evidene is impressive. Obviouslyif mirror matter does exist, it doesn't neessarily mean that all of the sevenpuzzles are manifestations of the mirror world (although they may be). Onlyfurther experiments/observations will provide the answer. Nevertheless, thequestion of the existene of the mirror world is probably one of the mostinteresting question in siene at the moment, and it should (hopefully) beanswered within the next 5 years.I would like to thank Sergei Gninenko, Sasha Ignatiev, Henry Lew, ZurabSilagadze and espeially Ray Volkas for ollaboration on many of these ideas.It is a pleasure to thank Andrei Ol'khovatov for orrespondene.REFERENCES[1℄ R. Foot, H. Lew, R.R. Volkas, Phys. Lett. B272, 67 (1991); see alsoS.L. Glashow, Phys. Lett. B167, 35 (1986). The idea was earlier known toLee and Yang, see the last two paragraphs of T.D. Lee, C.N. Yang, Phys. Rev.104, 256 (1956) and also I. Kobzarev, L. Okun, I. Pomeranhuk, Sov. J. Nul.Phys. 3, 837 (1966).[2℄ S. Barr, D. Chang, G. Senjanovi, Phys. Rev. Lett. 67, 2765 (1991); R. Foot,H. Lew, hep-ph/9411390 (1994); Z. Berezhiani, R. Mohapatra, Phys. Rev.D52, 6607 (1995); Z. Berezhiani, A. Dolgov, R. Mohapatra, Phys. Lett. B375,26 (1996); R. Mohapatra, V. Teplitz, Phys. Lett. B462, 302 (1999); R. Foot,H. Lew, R.R. Volkas, J. High Energy Phys. 0007, 032 (2000).[3℄ S.I. Blinnikov, M.Yu. Khlopov, Sov. J. Nul. Phys. 36, 472 (1982); Sov.Astron. 27, 371 (1983); E.W. Kolb, D. Sekel, M.S. Turner, Nature 514, 415(1985); M.Yu. Khlopov et al., Sov. Astron. 35, 21 (1991); H.M. Hodges, Phys.Rev. D47, 456 (1993).[4℄ R. Foot, H. Lew, R.R. Volkas, Mod. Phys. Lett. A7, 2567 (1992).[5℄ R. Foot, Mod. Phys. Lett. A9, 169 (1994); R. Foot, R.R. Volkas, Phys. Rev.D52, 6595 (1995).[6℄ S.L. Glashow, Phys. Lett. B167, 35 (1986).[7℄ R. Foot, S.N. Gninenko, Phys. Lett. B480, 171 (2000).[8℄ B. Toner, Honours thesis (2000).
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